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A.- Comprensión de Lectura:  
 

Whales 
 
 Whales are mammals.  They breathe air 
like us.  They rise to the surface of the 
water to breathe.  They live in the oceans 
of the world. 
 
  There are many different kinds of 
whales.  Some are the killer whale, 
humpback whale, sperm whale and gray 
whale.  They are some of the largest 
animals.  The largest whale is the blue 
whale.  It can grow to be a hundred feet 
long and weigh as much as 15 elephants.  
It is the largest animal on earth. 
 
  Whales leap out of the water.  They also 
dive and roll.  Whales dive to get food.  
Some whales can dive more than a mile 
down! 
 
  Some whales are found in zoos, public 
aquariums, and entertainment parks.  
These whales live in large glass tanks.  
They learn things very easily.  They are 
trained to play with ball, leap, and dive 
down deep for certain objects. 
 

 
 
Elija la opción más adecuada 
 
1.- Where are Whales found? 
a.- in zoos              b.- in entertainment 
parks 

2.- What are whales trained to? 
a.- play with balls    b.- leap 
c.- dive down          d.- all of them 
 
3.- What kind of animals are whales? 
a.- herbivore               b.- reptiles  
c.- mammals             d.-  carnivore 
 
4.- What is the largest whale? 
a.- killer whale             b.- humpback 
whale 
c.- blue whale             d.- gray whale 
 
5.- Who breathe like us? 
a.- elephants                b.- mammals 
c.- whales                    d.- animals 
 
6.- What kind of animal are the is the 
largest animal? 
a.- Elephants                 b.- killer whale  
c.- whales                     d.- sperm 
whale 
 
B.- Apareamiento:  Aparea las 
expresiones de la columna A con sus 
respectivas de la columna B 

A B 
7. killer whale, 
humpback whale, 
sperm whale and gray 
whale 

a.- blue 

 
8. They breathe air 

 
b.- whales 
are found 

 
9. zoos, public 
aquariums, and 
entertainment parks 

 
c. 
mammals 
 

 
10.- The largest 
whale.. 

 
d. kinds of 
whales 

 



c.- in aquariums     d.- all of them 
 


